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Abstract—Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding is a widespread technique in the field of image and video coding. Most state-of-the-art arithmetic coders produce a (long) codeword of a priori unknown length. Its generation requires a renormalization procedure to permit progressive processing. This paper introduces two arithmetic coders that produce multiple codewords of fixed length. Contrarily to the traditional approach, the generation of fixed-length codewords does not require renormalization since the whole interval arithmetic is stored in the coder’s internal registers. The proposed coders employ a new context-adaptive mechanism based on variable-size sliding window that estimates with high precision the probability of the symbols coded. Their integration in coding systems is straightforward as demonstrated within the framework of JPEG2000. Experimental tests indicate that the proposed coders are computationally simpler than the MQ coder of JPEG2000 and the M coder of HEVC while achieving superior coding efficiency.

Index Terms—Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding, fixed-length arithmetic codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

A RITHMETIC coding is among the most popular entropy coding techniques employed nowadays. The codeword generated by the arithmetic coder is a number within an interval arithmetic that represents the coded symbols. Briefly described, the coder begins by segmenting the interval of real numbers $[0, 1)$ in as many subintervals as there are symbols in the alphabet. The size of the subintervals is commonly selected according to the probabilities of the symbols, more precisely, as $[0, F(x = \alpha)], [F(x = \alpha), F(x = \beta)], \ldots$ with $\{\alpha, \beta, \ldots\}$ representing the alphabet of symbols and $F(x)$ being the cumulative mass function of $x$. The first symbol of the message is coded by selecting its corresponding subinterval. Then, this procedure is repeated within the selected subintervals for the following symbols. The transmission of any number within the range of the final subinterval (i.e., the codeword), guarantees that the reverse procedure decodes the original message losslessly.

The computational complexity of context-adaptive binary arithmetic coders has always been a concern since they are intensively used in image and video codecs. The first ideas to reduce their complexity aimed at multiplication-free implementations that perform the interval division using bit shifts and adds [1]. Subsequently, the Q coder [2] approached the interval division by means of lookup tables (LUTs). Some of the descendants of the Q coder were introduced in the JPEG, JBIG2, and JPEG2000 standards. Standards of video coding such as H.264/AVC and HEVC employ variants of the M coder [3], which was introduced in the 2000s employing a reduced range of possible subinterval sizes together with LUTs. Among others, enhancements to the M coder have been proposed in [4].

Most arithmetic coders employed for image and video coding produce variable-to-variable length codewords. This is, a variable number of input symbols are coded with a codeword of a priori unknown length. Practical realizations of arithmetic coders operate with hardware registers of at most 64 bits, so the generation of a single—and commonly very long—codeword is carried out progressively. The main idea to do so is the following. Let $[L, U)$ denote the current interval of the coder, with $L$ and $U$ being the fractional part of the lower and upper bound of the interval stored in hardware registers. Assume that the leftmost bits of the binary representation of $L$ and $U$ are not equal in the current interval. When a new symbol is coded, this interval is further reduced to $[L', U')$. If the leftmost bits of $L'$ and $U'$ are then equal, all following segmentations of the interval will also start with those same bit(s) since $L \leq L' \leq \ldots \leq U' \leq U$. This permits to dispatch the leftmost bits of $L'$ and $U'$ that are identical and to shift the remaining bits of the registers to the left. This procedure is called renormalization. It represents a non-negligible part of the coder’s workload since these operations are executed intensively.

The operations carried out by the renormalization procedure can be avoided if, instead of producing a single codeword, the coder produces short codewords of fixed length. To this end, the coder uses an integer interval of range $[0, 2^{2W} - 1]$, with $W$ denoting the length of the codewords. The coding of symbols is carried out by segmenting this interval as it is previously described. When the size of the last selected subinterval is $1$, the number that it contains (which represents the fixed-length codeword) is dispatched and the interval is reset. We note that the codewords produced by such a method can not be regarded as portions of a single codeword generated by a variable-to-variable arithmetic coder since each fixed-length codeword holds the complete representation of some symbols of the message.

Arithmetic coding with fixed-length codewords was first proposed in the nineties [5], [6] with the aim to address some of the disadvantages of conventional arithmetic coding such as poor recovery from channel errors or lack of random access and partial decoding. Such technique has also been used in [7] to limit error propagation, and in [8] to compress machine instructions. In the field of image coding, only [9] utilizes arithmetic coding with codewords of fixed length for the compression of bilevel images.
This work introduces two arithmetic coders employing fixed-length codewords that are devised for image/video coding systems. The first coder aims at low computational complexity. It utilizes one integer interval that is reset when exhausted. The second coder aims at high coding efficiency. It utilizes two integer intervals in which the symbols are selectively coded depending on their probabilities. A novel variable-size sliding window mechanism that estimates the probabilities of the symbols is included in both coders. The main difference between the proposed method and previous fixed-length arithmetic coders [5]–[9] (not including the MQ or the M coder) is the use of a binary alphabet, adaptive mechanisms for probability estimation, low-complexity instructions for the interval division, and a selective interval coding technique to enhance efficiency. Experimental results indicate that the proposed coders achieve superior performance in comparison to the MQ coder of JPEG2000 and the M coder of HEVC—both in terms of coding efficiency and computational throughput. They are introduced in a JPEG2000 codec to illustrate their performance and ease of integration.

Section II of this paper describes the proposed coders. Their performance is evaluated in Section III through experimental results. The last section provides concluding remarks.

II. PROPOSED CODERS

A. Low-complexity coding

The proposed coder codes binary symbols using codewords of \( W \) bits. With some abuse of notation, let the lower bound of the interval be denoted by \( L \). The size of the interval \( \text{minus one} \) is denoted by \( S \). Both \( L \) and \( S \) are stored in integer registers. Initially, \( L = 0 \) and \( S = 2^W - 1 \). The operation to partition the interval uses integer arithmetic since the latency of integer multiplications in modern processors is (almost) one clock cycle [10]. When the coded bit is 0 (i.e., \( x = 0 \)), the size of the interval is reduced to

\[
S \leftarrow (S \cdot P) \gg B ,
\]

and \( L \) is left unmodified. \( \gg \) denotes a bit shift to the right. \( P \) denotes the probability of the symbol to be 0, expressed in the range \([0, 2^B - 1] \). More precisely, \( P = [f(x = 0) \cdot 2^B] \), with \( f(x) \) denoting the probability mass function of \( x \) and \( \lfloor \cdot \rfloor \) denoting the floor operation. \( B \) is the number of bits employed to express the symbol’s probability. The result of the multiplication in (1) must not cause arithmetic overflow, so \( W + B \leq 64 \). In our implementation \( B = 15 \), whereas \( W \) ranges from 8 to 48 (see below).

When \( x = 1 \), the interval is reduced according to

\[
S \leftarrow S - ((S \cdot P) \gg B) - 1 ,
L \leftarrow L + ((S \cdot P) \gg B) + 1 .
\]

In this case, four more additions (or three in the algorithm below) than those necessary in (1) are required. The execution of (2) can be minimized by performing a conditional exchange between symbols 0 and 1 when \( f(x = 1) > f(x = 0) \) so that

\[
\text{the most probable symbol is always coded as 0. The interval is exhausted when } S = 0 . \text{ Then, } L \text{ (which represents the codeword) is dispatched and the registers are reset to } L \leftarrow 0 \text{ and } S \leftarrow 2^W - 1 .
\]

In general, \( f(x) \) is not known during coding, so it is estimated considering the distribution of the last symbols coded. The estimation of \( f(x) \) is commonly carried out by context-adaptive mechanisms and probability models. Our coder uses a variable-size sliding window [4] that utilizes between \( T \) and \( 2T - 1 \) symbols except at the beginning of coding. This technique has been devised to minimize computational costs without affecting coding efficiency. More precisely, it has low memory requirements since it does not hold the symbols coded, reduces the times that some variables are updated, and computes the probability estimate only once every \( V \) symbols coded. Fig. 1 illustrates the variable-size sliding window employed. The thick horizontal line represents the symbols coded. The probability estimate, denoted by \( P' \), is updated every \( V \) symbols according to

\[
P' \leftarrow \min \left( \frac{Z \ll B}{M} , 2^B - 1 \right) ,
\]

with \( M \) being the number of symbols within the variable-size window and \( Z \) being the number of zeroes coded within the window, this is, during the last \( M \) symbols. \( \ll \) denotes a bit shift to the left. The \( \min(\cdot) \) operation is employed to make sure that \( P' \in [0, 2^B - 1] \) even when \( Z = M \). The division in (3) is carried out in the integer domain. As depicted in Fig. 1, when \( M = 2T - 1 \) the window is reduced to \( T \) symbols and the number of zeroes within the window is updated according to

\[
M \leftarrow T ,
Z \leftarrow Z - Z' ,
Z' \leftarrow Z ,
\]

with \( Z' \) being the number of zeroes coded during the first \( T \) symbols of the window.

To simplify the conditional that checks if the window size and the probability estimate have to be updated, \( 2T - 1 \) and \( V \) are forced to be of the form \( 2T - 1 = 2^E - 1 \) and \( V = 2^E' - 1 \), so that a bit-wise AND operation between two integer registers can be used instead of a modulo operation (i.e., \( M \& V = V \) is used instead of \( M \% V = 0 \), with \( \& \) and \( \% \) denoting the AND and the modulo operation, respectively). Obviously, \( E \geq E' \). The result of the bit shift in (3) must not cause arithmetic
of equal size. So, in practice, it is like if the coding of this symbol had employed a probability estimate of 50%.

The proposed arithmetic coder with two fixed-length codewords (FL2W) addresses this drawback by using two intervals. They are stored in the integer registers $L[0], S[0]$ and $L[1], S[1]$. All symbols are coded employing the first interval while its size is greater than a predefined threshold, i.e., when $S[0] > Q$. When $S[0] \leq Q$, then the symbol’s probability estimate $P'[c]$ is tested to check whether it fits well in the first interval or not. The closest probability to $P'[c]$ that can be employed in this interval is

$$P'' \leftarrow \frac{(S[0] \cdot P'[c]) \gg B + 1}{S[0] + 1},$$

with the division carried out in the integer domain. $P''$ is expressed in the same range employed for $P'[c]$, i.e., $P'' \in [0, 2^B - 1]$. The absolute difference between $P''$ and the probability estimate (i.e., $|P'[c] - P''|$) determines whether the symbol is coded in the first interval or not. If the difference is smaller than a predefined threshold, say $\mathcal{R}$, then the symbol is coded in the first interval. Otherwise it is coded in the second. When the first interval is exhausted, its codeword is dispatched and replaced by that of the second interval, which is reset.

This selective interval coding increases the efficiency of the coder since it avoids coding symbols in intervals in which the probability estimates do not fit well. We found that $Q = 16$ and $\mathcal{R} = [0.05 \cdot 2^B]$ are good choices for a large variety of sources.

Evidently, the procedure described before can only be performed if the size of the second interval is $S[1] > Q$. If not, both intervals may not have an appropriate size to code the symbol without loss in coding efficiency. When both $S[0]$ and $S[1]$ are $\leq Q$, the interval with a closest $P''$ to the probability estimate is chosen. The implementation of FL2W must also take into account that if the second interval is exhausted (i.e., $S[1] = 0$), then all symbols are coded in the first interval until it is exhausted too. This happens rarely in practice.

To use the immediately next codeword to alleviate the impact in coding efficiency is also employed in [6], [7], though these methods only code the last symbol employing bits of two consecutive codewords. Limited to pages, the algorithm of FL2W is not detailed herein. It can be found together with the implementation of all coders employed in this paper in [12].

### III. Experimental Results

#### A. Simulations

The first set of experimental tests assess the coding efficiency and computational throughput when coding artificially generated symbols. The symbols are generated assuming that they are independent and identically distributed. A generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) with parameter $\sigma = 0.2$ and support in the range $(0, 1)$ is employed to generate the probabilities of the symbols. Through this method, the probabilities of the symbols are from almost 0 to almost 1, though most symbols have a probability close to $\mu$. The experiments below report the performance achieved with $\mu = 0.55$ and $\mu = 0.85$.
separately to appraise the coders in different conditions. The sequences employed in the tests have $5 \cdot 10^5$ and $10^6$ symbols to evaluate coding efficiency and computational throughput, respectively. All coders are programmed in Java. All tests are performed with an Intel Core i7-3770 @ 3.40 GHz using a Java Virtual Machine v1.7.

Fig. 2 evaluates the coding efficiency achieved by the proposed coders when using codewords of different length. The figure also reports the entropy of the source and the performance achieved by the MQ coder of JPEG2000 and the M coder of HEVC. The vertical axis of the figures is the coding rate, expressed in bits per sample (bps), whereas the horizontal axis is the codeword length (i.e., $W$). Fig. 2(a) and (b) report results when the real probability of the symbol is fed directly to the coder, i.e., when $f(x)$ is used instead of probability estimates. Fig. 2(c) and (d) report results when the probabilities of the symbols are estimated through the context-adaptive mechanisms described before. The experiments that employ context-adaptive mechanisms utilize eight contexts. The probability of a symbol is always in the range $(0, 1)$. This range is divided into eight uniform intervals and each one is assigned to a context. All symbols whose probabilities fall within an interval are coded with the corresponding context. FLW and FL2W use $2^7 - 1 = 255$ and $V = 7$ (see below).

The results of Fig. 2 indicate that the longer the codeword employed by FLW/FL2W, the higher the coding efficiency achieved. This is because the longer the codeword, the less often the interval is reset. When $f(x)$ is utilized, the coding rate achieved by FL2W for codewords of 32 bits or longer is almost that of the source’s entropy. For long codewords, FLW (FL2W) achieves a coding efficiency 1% (1.4%) higher than that of the MQ coder when $\mu = 0.55$ and almost equal when $\mu = 0.85$. Compared to the M coder, FLW and FL2W achieve virtually the same coding efficiency. These results suggest that arithmetic coders can be implemented without the renormalization procedure while achieving high efficiency.

With regard to the efficiency of the context-adaptive mechanisms, the results of Fig. 2 indicate that the variable-size sliding window employed by FLW/FL2W is competitive. For long codewords, FLW (FL2W) achieves a coding efficiency 3.3% (3.6%) higher than that of the MQ coder when $\mu = 0.55$, and 2.2% (3.1%) higher when $\mu = 0.85$. Compared to the M coder, the performance of FLW and FL2W is 0.8% and 1.6% higher, respectively. Another observation of Fig. 2 is that the selective interval coding employed by FL2W works well. The coding efficiency achieved by FL2W when using two codewords of length $W$ is higher than that achieved by FLW when using a codeword of length $2W$.

Fig. 3 evaluates the computational throughput. The vertical axis of the figure is the execution time, whereas each column
reports the results for one coder. In this test, the coders employ the context-adaptive mechanisms for probability estimation. The results indicate that the FLW coder always achieves a higher computational throughput than that of the MQ coder. Compared to the M coder, the computational throughput of FLW is, in general, slightly superior. As seen in the figure, the longer the codeword employed by FLW, the lower the execution time. A similar behavior is obtained when context-adaptive mechanisms are not employed, though the execution time of all coders is slightly lower (not shown in the figure). Though it depends on the probability distribution of the source, approximately 20% of the total time spent by the proposed coders is devoted to probability estimation. Similar results are obtained for the decoder (not shown due to page constraints).

The results achieved by FL2W in Fig. 3 indicate that the computational complexity of FL2W is higher than that of the MQ and M coders. The use of long codewords helps to improve the throughput of FL2W slightly. Clearly, the competitive coding efficiency achieved by FL2W comes at the expense of high computational costs.

### B. Image Coding with JPEG2000

The next set of tests appraises the performance achieved by the proposed coders when they are integrated in a JPEG2000 codec. Evidently, the resulting codestream is not compliant with the standard, though it keeps all its features. All images of the ISO12640-1 corpus are employed. They are grayscale, 8 bps, and of size $2560 \times 2048$. The codeword lengths employed by the FLW and FL2W coder are 48 and 32, respectively, whereas $2T - 1 = 255$ and $V = 7$. These parameters work well for a large variety of images. Smaller window sizes than 255 achieve the same coding performance, whereas larger penalize the coding performance in 0.1 dB or more. To update the probability for every symbol (i.e., $V = 1$) enhances coding performance in less than 0.05 dB. JPEG2000 coding parameters are: lossy mode, $64 \times 64$ codeblocks, no precincts, and single quality layer codestreams.

Fig. 4 reports the coding efficiency. Results are reported as the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) difference between FLW and MQ. Each image is coded at 50 rates uniformly distributed between 0.01 to 5 bps. The straight horizontal line in the figure is the performance achieved by the JPEG2000 implementation that uses the MQ coder. The results indicate that the FLW coder achieves a higher coding performance than that of the MQ. In terms of rate, FLW generates a codestream that is approximately 1.5%, 1.75%, 2%, and 2.1% shorter than that produced by the MQ coder at 1, 2, 3, and 4 bps, respectively, on average for all images. These percentages are computed as the difference between the codestream length generated by the MQ coder at the reported rate and that generated by the FLW coder to reach the same image quality. The progressive coding gain achieved by the proposed coder as the rate increases is partially caused by the context-adaptive mechanisms of the MQ coder, which are less effective in low bitplanes than at high bitplanes [13]. FL2W achieves a coding performance very similar to that of the FLW (not shown).

Table I reports the performance for the lossless mode of JPEG2000 when codewords of different length are employed. Both FLW and FL2W achieve a coding rate approximately 0.1 bps (or 2%) lower than that of the MQ coder, on average. Differences between the use of different codeword lengths are in the order of 0.01 bps.

The evaluation of the computational throughput considers the speedup achieved in the tier-1 coding stage of a conventional JPEG2000 codec. The tier-1 implements the bitplane coding engine and the entropy coder. It spends 60–70% of the total execution time. The widest columns of Fig. 5 report the speedup achieved by FLW/FL2W with respect to MQ. The speedup is computed as the execution time spent by the MQ coder divided by that of the FLW/FL2W coder. The FLW coder achieves speedups around 1.2 for the encoder and around 1.05 for the decoder. For encoding, FL2W spends a similar
TABLE I: Evaluation of the lossless coding performance achieved by JPEG2000 when using different arithmetic coders. Results are reported in bps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>image</th>
<th>MQ</th>
<th>FLW-16</th>
<th>FLW-32</th>
<th>FLW-48</th>
<th>FL2W-16</th>
<th>FL2W-32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Portrait”</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Cafeteria”</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Flower”</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bicycle”</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Orchid”</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Musicians”</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Candle”</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>5.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Evaluation of the computational throughput achieved by FLW/FL2W when using the context-adaptive mechanisms (widest columns) and a static model of probabilities (thinnest columns). (a) and (b) report results for the encoder and the decoder, respectively.

Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coders employed in image codecs are commonly implemented with variable-to-variable length codes. This paper introduces two context-adaptive binary arithmetic coders that employ codewords of fixed length. They are referred to as FLW and FL2W. FLW employs one interval arithmetic, whereas FL2W employs two to enhance coding efficiency. The proposed coders avoid renormalization, which simplifies their implementation and reduces their computational complexity. An important point disclosed in the experimental results is that the renormalization procedure of arithmetic coders can be removed without affecting their coding efficiency. The context-adaptive mechanism integrated in these coders employs a low-complexity technique based on a variable-size sliding window.
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